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Transportation Technical Advisory Committee 
Meeting Agenda 

 
Wednesday, March 11, 2020 12:00 PM 

NRPC Office Main Conference Room 
30 Temple Street, Suite 310 

 Nashua, New Hampshire  
 
 

1. Call to Order and Introductions 

2. Approval of the Minutes of February 12, 2020 (Attachment 1) 
 

3. Locally Coordinated Transportation Plan – review of findings and recommendations. 
 

4. FHWA/FTA TMA Planning Certification Review Draft Report 

5. Transportation Planning Collaborative meeting/Ten Year Plan process for 2023-2032 
(Attachment 2) 
 

6. Nashua Interregional Transit Study – project update 
 

7. NRPC, Municipal, NHDOT, NHDES, FHWA updates 

 
 

**LUNCH WILL BE PROVIDED** 
 

PLEASE SEE ATTACHMENT FOR PARKING DIRECTIONS 
 



DRAFT MINUTES 
NRPC TRANSPORTATION TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING 

February 12, 2020 
 

Members Present: 

Tad Putney, Town of Brookline 
Todd Croteau, Town of Hollis 
Mark Chamberlain, Town of Lyndeborough 
Dawn Tuomala, Town of Merrimack 
Julie Chizmas, City of Nashua 
Wayne Husband, City of Nashua 

Peter Kohalmi, City of Nashua 
Sarah Marchant, City of Nashua  
Daniel Hudson, City of Nashua  
Jeff Gowan, Town of Pelham 
Brian Adams, Town of Wilton  
 

  
Others Present 
Karin Elmer, Commissioner – Town of Merrimack 
Jennifer Reczek, NH DOT  
Linda Dusenberry, NH DOT 

Pete Stamnas, NH DOT 
Leigh Levine, FHWA 
Richard Barry, State Rep/Merrimack  

  
STAFF PRESENT 

Gregg Lantos, MPO Coordinator 
Matt Waitkins, Senior Transportation Planner 

Jay Minkarah, Executive Director 
Derek Stahl, Planning Technician 
Sara Siskavich, Assistant Director  

 
 
CALL TO ORDER AND INTRODUCTIONS 
Lantos called the meeting to order at 12:08 pm with a round of introductions.  
 
APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES FROM THE JANUARY 8TH, 2020 MEETING 
Lantos referred to the minutes of January 8th, 2020 included in the agenda packet as Attachment 1. Levine 
referred to the FHWA updates and noted that full funding should be available for the “Obligational” Authority 
rather than Operational.   
 
Gowan motioned with a second from Chamberlain to approve the minutes from the January 8th, 2020 
meeting.  All were in favor and the motion passed.   
 
FY 2019 – 2022 TIP AMENDMENT 3  
Reczek presented the proposed changes to the scope of the Merrimack Project 10136D, 101A improvements from 
Boston Post Rd to Continental Blvd, which is included in the Tip Amendment 3.  The revised scope includes capacity 
and safety improvements at the intersection of NH 101A/Continental Blvd by adding a 3rd lane.  The Boston Post 
Rd/Craftsman Ln intersection will include safety improvements but will remain two lanes and not address the 
capacity issues at Boston Post Rd. Reczek stated that the reduced alternative addresses improvements needed 
while also incorporating the concerns of the abutter.  Boston Post Rd intersection will see minimal improvements; 
however, the Continental Blvd intersection will see same improvements as the original full build.   
 
Minkarah asked for a summary of the abutter’s concerns.  Reczek summarized concerns which included: 
 

• Sidewalks and length of crosswalks                
• Stormwater treatment not being required  
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• Blasting disrupting business operations                               
• Would damage ground water  
• Communication lines interrupted affecting business         
• Snow Storing Issues    
• Use of Right of Way                                                                 
• Adding lane would cause traffic backups during construction and limit emergency vehicle access 

 
Husband expressed concern about not working with the abutters through their concerns.  He brought up a 
scenario in which the abutter with these concerns leaves and the site is occupied by another business and then 
the long-term benefits of the additional EB traffic lane is lost.  Reczek stated that the project won’t be ruled out 
in the future and that the design would still be there to complete the full build.  She mentions that the additional 
EB lane would most likely have to be a future standalone project.   
 
Chizmas commented that the City of Nashua has many abutters for their 101A project and expressed concern that 
one abutter was able to have this much impact and cause this amount of change to the scope of work and the 
possibility of this setting a precedent for their future project.   
 
Lantos stated that the 10 year plan is at mid-point of a political process to complete but that he didn’t believe that 
it’s best to enact the project change through a STIP amendment while the TYP process is in midstream.  Reczek 
responded and said that it needed to be up to date in the STIP to be on schedule and on time for the advertising 
period.   
 
Stamnas stated that generally changes to the scope of work for a project are not made using the legislative process 
in the 10 year plan.  Minkarah responded saying that this project was modified through the GACIT process.  
Elmer asked for clarification of the possibility of adding the EB lane, that has been removed from this project, to 
the Nashua project.  Reczek stated that it would likely have to be a separate standalone project.  Chizmas 
expressed the need to discuss these changes with other communities that were not present because 101A is a 
major roadway and the proposed modifications would impact the whole region.  Chamberlain added that people 
throughout the region, not just in Merrimack, use that corridor and the congestion wastes resources, time, etc.   
 
Putney asked what improvements were being seen with the proposed modifications.  Reczek stated that there is 
not much change being seen through the Boston Post Rd intersection with the AM Peak delay reducing from 114.5 
to 101.8 seconds with the modified scope.  The Continental Blvd intersection AM Peak is projected to reduce from 
a 99.1 to 34.2 seconds.  Husband added that what you’ve seen is what your going to get referring to the lack of 
improvements being made at the Boston Post Rd Intersection and stated that significant modifications were 
needed.   
 
Rep. Barry asked where we were at in the process, whether this was time for decision making or to give opinions 
and input.  Reczek responded that at this point it is pretty much out of DOT’s hands in terms of how much they 
can do.  Lantos responded saying that the TTAC group gives a recommendation to the MPO to either adopt or not 
adopt the amendment.  Husband questioned whether it was possible to recommend changes but with a 
stipulation to change back to the original scope.  Putney asked what would happen if we recommended not to 
accept changes and continued to suggest that the vote should be no because the situation seems political.  
Stamnas stated that if the recommendation was no, that it would push back the project and it could potentially 
be pulled in the future.  Levine asked what the MPO’s procedures were and was unsure whether it was possible 
to approve an amendment and with one project removed.  Julie recalled one circumstance relating to the 
Merrimack tolls where an amendment was approved with one project change removed.  Lantos recommended to 
approve the amendment with protest to the 101A project change and to utilize the legislative phase of the TYP to 
restore the full project.  Stamnas added that the public hearing would be the best time to give input on the project 
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modifications.  Tuomala stated that she would like to see the whole project completed, however, would rather 
see some improvements rather than nothing. Chizmas expressed the need for more data and information of the 
effects of these modifications.  
 
Reczek stated that if the project doesn’t get approved through the STIP then the project change goes away but 
the 10 year plan process allows more time for it to be discussed.  Hudson noted that the budget with the given 
modifications did not change and asked if the project were to go back to the original scope if the budget would 
increase.  Reczek responded that it would.  Elmer stated that she had a problem with one abutter being able to 
make this change as well as the fact that the public does not have a say in this.   
 
Marchant motioned with a second from Gowan, that NRPC write a letter to the public works committee 
expressing that we need more time to discuss with our communities and to restore the full build.  All were in 
favor and the motion passed.    
 
Tuomala motioned with a second from Gowan to approve the amendments with the recommendation to change 
the Merrimack project back to its original scope.  Putney opposed, all else were in favor and the motion passed.   
 
SUMMARY OF NH RPC DIRECTORS’ MEETING 
Minkarah stated that they are still waiting on the Ten Year Plan to reach legislature.  He noted that they have front 
loaded the budgeting on bridge improvements due to inflation.  Minkarah also stated that we accumulated more 
toll credits than we needed and there was a proposal for a way in which to sell the excess toll credits to other 
communities or states in need generating a new source of income for the state.   
 
Lantos summarized the recent LPA Brainstorming session with RPC’s and municipalities at NHDOT: 

• DOT recommends on-call consultants for towns. Even if projects moved back in the TYP, towns should 
move ahead with engineering as projects may be advanced if progress is made. Towns have not been 
hitting the mark for advertising projects.  

• Consultant said that DOT review process holds up projects sometimes – can take much longer than 30-
day target. SHPO sometimes requires extensive studies, even when it is known there are no historic 
impacts.  

• Have been complaints on length of training for LPA certification- now down to one day with re-
certification on their own.  

• Need to streamline process as it can become unaffordable for communities. Estimated $300k in Exeter 
rose to $800k. 

• Nate Miller said in VT they do second level of training for larger towns they are then given more control, 
less review. NHDOT said there is risk in this. 

• NHDOT said 75% of towns not sending in monthly invoices & progress reports and are not meeting 
performance targets. 

 
Lantos also mentioned that the Transportation Planners Collaborative will be relaunching.   
 
NHDOT, NHDES, FHWA UPDATES 
 
There were no updates given.    
 
ADJOURN 
 
Gowan motioned with a second from Chamberlain to adjourn the meeting.  The meeting adjourned at 1:39pm.  



NASHUA TMA FEDERAL CERTIFICATION REVIEW 

CORRECTIVE ACTIONS 

• PBP&P – Develop written provisions for on-road mobile source emissions and adopt 4-year CO 
targets by 12/31/20. Phase into TIP (2021) and MTP (2022). 

• Environmental Mitigation – For next MTP update (2022) have NHDOT Natural Resource Agency 
& Cultural Resource Agency Coordination Meetings review & comment on proposed mitigation 
strategies. 

• Financial Planning – For MTP update (2022), include breakdown of FHWA & FTA program 
funding by program category. Include table developed jointly by NRPC & NTS depicting the 
public transportation O&M needs. 

• Nashua UZA MOU – Agreement to be completed by 12/31/20 will include MPOs: NRPC, SNHPC, 
NMCOG, MVRPC; Transit operators: NTS, MTA, LRTA, MVRTA; State DOTs: NHDOT, MassDOT 

RECOMMENDATIONS 

MPO Structure  
• Update agreements to address the Public Transit Agency Safety Plan. 
• Ensure membership policies are documented in the MPO Prospectus. 

 
UPWP 

• Include discussion of use of toll credits in funding. 
• Break out grant funds between FHWA and FTA. 
• Develop UPWP guidance document. 

 
MTP 

• Revisit MTP goals to emphasize system preservation. 
• Work toward more detail in identifying operations & maintenance needs and balance with 

capacity and other system improvements. 
• Encourage participation of intercity transit providers in the planning process. 

 
Financial Planning 

• Document role of toll credits in financing transportation projects 
• Allocations for each FTA funding program in the TIP. 
• Update obsolete funding program needs (NHDOT implement in STIP) 
• Address whether an under-programming of projects relative to funding exists in outer years. 

 
Public Participation 

• Ensure that translations services are available. 
• Social media policy that clarifies how comments are received as official & considers 

disadvantaged groups. 
• Alternatives to discontinued newspaper legal notices for public meetings, including participation 

at community events. 
 



Civil Rights/Title VI 
• Complete the update of the Title VI complaint process in coordination with NHDOT’s Ofc of 

Feder Compliance. 
• Separate Title VI documents from Environmental Justice. 
• Implement LEP Four Factor Analysis 

 
Freight Planning 

• Continue development of freight related MTP goals. 
• Develop freight modeling capabilities. 
• Continue efforts to designate Critical Freight Corridors through further study. 

 
Travel Model 

• Develop regional model documentation. 
• Conduct regional household survey in conjunction with other NH MPOs and NHDOT. 

 
Congestion Management Process 

• Clarify cycles for CMP reporting & biennial performance reports in the 2020 CMP update. 
• Revisit strategies in the CMP Toolbox for applicability in the region. 
• Integrate safety data, performance measures & targets into CMP reports. 

 
ITS Regional Architecture 

• Update ITS plan every two years. 
• Implementation of ITS on the highway network using ITS checklist in project development 

process. 
 
Performance Based Planning & Programming 

• Clarify that the performance management section of MTP is the required System Performance 
Report. 

• Include narrative in TIP that describes project impacts in achieving performance targets. 
 
Emerging Technologies 

• Include Transportation Network Companies and Autonomous Vehicles in the planning process 
 
 
 
 
 



ATTACHMENT 2 
 

PRELIMINARY SCHEDULE FOR FY 2023-2032 TEN YEAR PLAN PROJECT SUBMISSIONS 

 
March 2020 

• Distribute list of existing unfunded MTP projects eligible for TYP project submissions to TTAC. 
• Inform MPO Policy Committee of TYP process and schedule. 

 
April - June 2020 

• Communications and visits with local communities to inform of TYP process and identify interest 
in advancing existing MTP projects and potential new project submissions for TYP. 

• Confirmation of existing projects in TYP as regional priorities and identify desired re-ordering of 
project priorities (i.e. advancing one project over another project). 

• Transportation Planning Collaborative revises project scoring system. 
 
May - June 2020 

• Distribution of final project submission forms to communities. 
• Technical assistance to communities in preparing project submissions. 
• Review project submissions with MPO Policy Committee. 

 
September 2020 

• NRPC staff in consultation with TTAC conducts project scoring. 
• Review TYP project scoring and preliminary prioritization within allocated budget with MPO 

Policy Committee. 
 
December 4, 2020 

• Draft project priority list provided to NHDOT. 
 
January 2021 

• Modify TYP priority project list to remove projects which have been selected for TAP funding (if 
TAP round is conducted in 2020). 

 
January-March 2021 

• NHDOT review of project costs, meeting to discuss costs and scheduling. 
 
March 2021 

• Approval of project priority list by TTAC and MPO Policy Committee. 
 
April 30, 2021 

• Transmittal of final NRPC 2023-2032 TYP project priorities to NHDOT. 
 
 

 

 



POTENTIAL METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION PLAN PROJECTS FOR TEN YEAR PLAN SUBMISSION 

 

 

Estimated
Municipality Facility Description Project Cost
Amherst Rail Trail Phase 3 multi-modal trail, Thornton Ferry Rd to Mulberry Lane $683,000
Amherst Rail Trail Phase 4 multi-modal trail, Mulberry Lane to Merrimack Rd. $853,000
Amherst Rail Trail Phase 5 multi-modal trail, Merrimack Rd to River Rd. $651,000
Amherst Rail Trail Phase 6 multi-modal trail, River Rd. to Amherst Middle School $503,000

Hudson NH 102 Phase 2 pedestrian/bike lane from Towhee Dr to Megan Dr $855,000
Hudson NH 102 Phase 3 pedestrian/bike lane from Phillips Dr to the Hudson Mall $396,000
Hudson NH 3A Continue sidewalk on NH 3A from Birch St. to Pelham Rd. $306,000
Hudson NH 3A Continue sidewalk on NH 3A from Nottingham Sq to Executive Dr. $430,000
Milford North River Rd. Bridge replacement over Hartshorn Brook $944,000
Milford Purgatory Rd. Bridge replacement over Purgatory Brook $930,000

Milford Various
Ped bridge over Souhegan River & 3000 ft trail connecting to Keyes Mem Park 
and MCAA fields. $1,004,000

Nashua NH 130
Reconstruct from Coburn Ave to Coliseum Ave including Dublin Ave to 
include shoulders and safety improvements. $9,206,000

Nashua Main St. Reconstruction from Hollis St. to Orchard Ave. $3,640,000
Nashua Main St. Reconstruct Main St. railroad crossing $462,000

Nashua Bridge & Canal Sts.
Complete streets project including curb adjustments, bike lanes, sidewalks & 
handicapped ramps $1,700,000

Nashua FEE Turnpike Construct southbound off-ramp to Dozer Rd. $1,650,000



NASHUA INTERREGIONAL TRANSIT EXPANSION STUDY 

Meeting with NMCOG to review work scope and services being evaluated: 

• Express bus:  Nashua CBD    State line parking lot  Lowell terminal. Provides feeder bus to 
passenger rail and transfer to LRTA bus routes. 

• Local bus: Nashua CBD  Hudson   UMass Lowell    LRTA terminal. 
• Shuttle buses from Alewife Station, Cambridge & potentially other locations to major Nashua 

area employers. 

Ridership estimation methodology for bus to rail service will use the logit model previously developed 
and recently updated for passenger rail estimates. Surveys for Boston Express riders are needed. 

Ridership estimation for transfer to Lowell buses can use the procedure developed for the Nashua 
Transit Expansion Study. Passenger data from LRTA buses needed, perhaps on-board survey. 

Data needed for existing employer-based shuttles (vehicle ownership, residence, income, etc.). 
Middlesex 3 Coalition is a primary source. 
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